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Going Full Circle

in my 1964 GMC SDM5302 				
												by Yvan Lacroix

We had been initiated
into the world of RV’s with
a classic 1973 Winnebago Indian. We knew we
wanted bigger, but knew we didn’t want a modern RV. We wanted something solid, reliable,
and safe. We didn’t want leaks, creaks, cracks,
and rot, so the search for a bus began. Looking
at internet sales ads, we found a 1964 GMC
SDM5302 that was being full timed in, for a price
that we couldn’t refuse, and it was just an hour
from home. The owners were selling their bus
because they were getting too old to drive. So,
a deal was struck and in September of 2014, we
drove the bus home. Since their retirement in
1988, the couple that owned the bus before us
converted it to live in it full time.

vents, window seals, walls, furniture, lighting. Even though it had some faults, they were
mostly minor and nothing structural or dangerous
with the exception of the electrical system which
was an electrician’s nightmare.
Before diving into any reconstruction, we first
sent the bus to a local garage to make sure we
had a solid foundation to build our dream. I’m a
strong believer in preventing instead of repairing. Keeping ahead of problems is easier on the
budget and the levels of stress. After changing all
the fluids, brakes, airbags, repairing some minor
chassis rust, and a good engine and transmission

As our tastes didn’t match theirs and since they
were passionate chain smokers, we gutted back
to the insulation (in some cases the frame) the
day after it came to us. This eliminated most of
the smoke odor from our raised roof fishbowl, and
allowed us to see some of the issues with the bus
that needed repair, a few leaks around the windows, a complete rewiring (the electrical system
was scary), new plumbing, new floors, new roof
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verification, the bus
was given a clean
bill of mechanical
health and we knew
we were not going
to be building on a
money pit.

all able to be hidden, and one wall
of one bay contains
the electrical system.

For the plumbing
system, we kept the
Starting with a fresh
100-gallon fresh
slate, we were
water tank hidden
blessed to have the
under the bed. We
help of family and
had a slightly larger
friends to provide
waste tank custom
us with much needbuilt to occupy a
Available bay space.
ed labor. Renovatdead space under
ing a bus is not a task
the bus. The waste
that can be rushed
tank is a combination
if you want to have a lasting and safe home on
grey and black tank made from one sheet of 1/4
wheels. Having a shop big enough to fit the bus
inch thick HDPE plastic folded into a U shape.
was also a godsend and it allowed us to progress We plastic welded in 4 X shaped baffles to solidiwith purpose.
fy the tank, and help to break up solids as we are
driving. The ends and top of the tank had more
Being a rather meticulous person, I started by
1/4 HDPE welded on to complete the tank. The
planning what we needed and how we were gotank sits where the auxiliary fuel tank would have
ing to fit it in our budget. We started the “build” as been. For the fresh water system we did all the
a partnership, between my cousin and myself, as plumbing with crimped PEX tubing, replacing the
we had used our old Winnebago to feed our other old nylon hose and pvc fittings.
passion, dirt track racing. We needed the bus to
sleep seven, be independent of the grid (racetracks offer free camping, but no hook-ups), and
be practical, not chic or fancy. Off to the internet
where many great resources were found such as
Bus Conversion Magazine, forums, and Facebook groups.
Over the next 11 months, we worked every spare
moment on the bus: wiring, plumbing, heating,
solar, flooring, insulation, walls, furniture, cabinets, lighting, propane, and entertainment were
all researched, planned, built and installed.
One of the big attractions of a coach for me was
the basement storage, RV’s have lots of doors
that lead to small spaces. The GMC Newlook
Suburban model has 3’ full width and 1-1/2’ width
bays. Keeping that space free was important, and
a challenge. With some engineering all but four
house batteries and two propane tanks were able
to stay out of the bays. The plumbing system was
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“We gutted back to the insulation.”
Where GM had part of the buses A/C system was
a space just the right size for a generator, so a
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door was created, and the generator found its
home. We used a 4000W Onan gas generator
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“The next big decision
came when we had to
decide how to finish the
exterior. I teach detailing
and my wife owns a
detailing shop, so if it
were painted, it would
have to be flawless 100%
of the time.”
and the space was big enough to also hold a 10
gallon gas tank. The exhaust for the generator
goes out the back of the bus away from any windows or vents.
For the electrical system, we ripped out everything that was existing and started fresh. We
decided to sacrifice one of the kitchen cabinets

and make it the electrical cabinet. All the lighting
is LED, for lower power consumption, and we
added solar to the system and four 6V batteries
in the basement for storage. Wanting to have
redundancy built in, we opted for two inverters, so
if one decided to take a vacation, it would not put
an end to our trip. To charge the batteries, when
solar isn’t enough (or available), we added a Genius Charger to the system. It not only charges,
but it maintains the batteries with float charges
and regeneration cycles. A switch was also added
to allow the buses engine mounted generator to
charge the system as we drive.
We chose pine wainscoting for the walls because
of its looks. Pine is lightweight, it is easy use, and
it is warm. The flooring was decided upon by a
flash sale at the hardware store, so cherry it was.
With the floor being cherry, we decided to match
the cabinets to the flooring. To accent everything
hints of brass were added to give contrast and
richness. Since we needed to sleep four adults
and three children, the back bedroom kept the
double bed format. The front sofa folds out to
make a double bed as well. The dinette table
drops down to form a bed and finally, the service
counter across from the dinette folds down to
make a single bed. We also had to seat everyone
that slept aboard, for that we found a company
that makes custom aircraft seatbelts. We had
seatbelts made to match the decor. To mount the
seatbelts, metal structures were added inside the
built in seating structures, and those were se-
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Counter folds down to make a single bed
cured to the bus frame. Since all the seats were
destined to be beds as well we cut up memory
foam mattresses to make the cushions.
The next big decision came when we had to
decide how to finish the exterior. I teach detailing
and my wife owns a detailing shop, so if it were
painted, it would have to be flawless 100% of the
time. Knowing that this was to be our haven of
relaxation, not another work project the decision
was adopted to protect the exterior with colored
truck bed liner. This proved to be one of our
better decisions. The bed liner looks clean, even
when it’s dirty, and as you’re driving down that
beautiful country lane, and you hear a branch
scrape the side of the bus, you can grin knowing
that it won’t even be noticed by the bedliner, never mind leave a mark.
August 15, 2015, we fired up the 6V71 put the
Spicer 4-speed in first gear and proudly took the
bus to its first race, and the two families spent
the first night in it. It was the talk of the pits, a big
burgundy bus in a sea of white and beige fiberglass. The bus is hard to identify because of the
front end. The previous owner raised the roof 10
inches, and made a custom front end for it. The
only GM Fishbowl part on the front is the bumper.
Bus people will recognize the rear as being GM,
but the front is anyone’s guess.
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In 2016 my cousin’s family situation changed and
my wife and I found ourselves sole owners of
the bus. We took it on our first big road trip and
first commercial campground in May, with a Trip
to Memphis TN, going there through the center
of the USA and returning up the east coast. This
gave us even more appreciation for our bus, and
the full timing lifestyle we are working towards.
On a long trip driving the bus is fun and relaxing
with a top speed of 64 MPH (according to both
speedometer and GPS) you can’t be in a rush to
get anywhere. The venerable 6V71 Detroit Diesel
2-stroke sings happily along, with a slight reduction of momentum on upward climbs (OK, some
hills you crest at 15 MPH, but wow look at that
scenery.)
As the bus was designed for many people, and
now there was just the two of us, 95% of the time
we started looking at how we could rework the
interior to fit our new reality. We wanted a slightly
larger bathroom, kitchen, and closet. We didn’t
need to seat or sleep seven and having touched
the surface of what solar electricity could do,
we wanted to expand that system as well. This
eventually led to the decision to sell the bus, a
decision that was also driven by my clutch leg
that is getting older faster than the rest of me. In
January 2017, we put it for sale, and within three
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“The flooring was decided upon by a flash sale at the hardware store, so cherry it was.”
weeks it had found a new home with a family in
Missouri. We, who promptly named it Caroline

Would we do it again? Heck yea! We bought a
basket case 1973 GMC 4905 in Texas that we
are already in the process of renovating and making our own. We chose a Buffalo to get an even
bigger basement, more power (8V71 Turbo) and
for its unique style.

Yvan Lacroix

Yvan and Sylvie are fun loving grandparents and
detailers, Sylvie is a franchisor, her franchise system in Quebec is called Répare-Brise. Yvan is the
Global Director of Training for Opti-Coat LLC. In
his work Yvan travels the world teaching detailing,
when in North America he does so in their bus.
They got the bus in this article after having a 1973
WINNEBAGO Indian. Knowing the quality of factory RV’s a bus seemed the only logical solution.
Since selling this bus their new bus a 1973 4905A
is under renovations while being used for work
and pleasure with 40,000 miles driven in 2017.
You may contact Yvan at:
yvan@opticoat.com
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